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This is the unprecedented blue print for success. Anything your mind can conceive and believe- you

can achieve. That is the timeless philosophy of Napoleon Hill, author of this all time motivational

best seller, Think and Grow Rich. Napoleon Hills's classic teaching reveals a secret formula that has

created more millionaires than any other book or success system combined. With these proven

success principles, you will begin to think outside the box and make your dreams a reality. Hill's

timeless masterpiece will open your mind up to new ideas and visions that will allow you to

experience a lifestyle of complete success. This in-depth study of personal achievement will guide

you to a life of peace and opulence. Narrated by the legendary R. Ossenbach, This CD set was

digitally recorded using pro-tools technology. This is the ONLY true unabridged audio edition of this

book available in the world. While other versions have used an abridged 280-page book- this twelve

(12) CD set utilizes the original, unabridged 384 page text, thus capturing the entire essence of this

all time motivational Classic. Listen to the sweet sound of success and let today be the first day that

you THINK AND GROW RICH!
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After finishing "Think and Grow Rich" I have suddenly realized that this simple slogan is the single

way of life in a capitalist society. In this book, as the only way of getting rich, the author advocates

goal-directed way of life, purposefulness, constant self-perfection, courage, the skill to think and to

act, and the other similar traits of character.Many people came to a conclusion that the wealth, in

some extent, depends on a level of education, motivation, self-esteem, and so on. The problem is



that not all the people in equal extend incline to the education, to their self-improvement. This is

because of the differences of their needs, habits, abilities, capabilities, and so on. Leo Tolstoy in his

novel "Resurrection" arose a question of how to improve the level of education within a society: from

inside of each individual or from outside? Which came first, the chicken or the egg? Should first the

level of education of each and every individual be risen which yields a revolution (dialectic transition

of quantity into quality) or the revolution should make the environment to foster the education of

every individual?The traits advocated by Napoleon Hill correspond to the first Leo Tolstoy's way of

improving society. If each and every individual will improve, the society will automatically improve.

The second way of Leo Tolstoy (create the environment which will foster the education of every

individual) is contrary to Napoleon Hill's ideas: "if something is got for free or without big effort, it

won't be appreciated, won't be handled with care or you won't trust it". Free education and medical

care won't be respected properly by people, regardless how good this education and medical care

are. That's why the socialist society will develop slower than capitalist.
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